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Horn-coupled detectors Geometric Limit 
Coherent across horn aperture Incoherent across imaging 
Diffraction-limited resolution of element 
optical system is dependent Diffraction-limited resolution 
upon horn illumination of normally determined by size of 
primary the primary 
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nsequences of using planar bolometers 
in the limit in which pixel size is comparable to wavelength 
- We use the kdornain dyadic (Withington et al. 2003) to propagate 
the second-order statistical correlations of radiation through a 
model optical system 
- Model is general and preliminary, but it is unlikely more realistic 
bolometers will be better. 
- Modulators 
- Antenna-coupled detectors 
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Develop space domain correlation dyadic for blackbody 
radiation using plane wave expansion 
Transform to k-domain and scatter through aperture(pixe1) 
Limit number of modes (pupil) 
Reconstruct the 2-D space domain correlation dyadic 
Construct the real Stokes parameters from the complex space 
domain correlation dyadic 



Pixel size limits the resolution in the focal plane. This should be 
accounted for in optical design. Alternatively, this reduces the 
effective number of independent detectors. 
Polarization and scattering are intrinsically related, and both are 
more severe at low pnambda. 
Future work: Quantification of the pixel cross-coupling- calculate 
a theoretical covariance matrix to predict performance of future 
detector arrays. 
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pfA = 050 
p a  = 0.25 
P(h. AY) = 1 P(X. Y. h, AY)& 2 
r = J lI(d, d)I2d.' d b  
1 
P(Z, u, Az, AY) = -I(z, Y)I(z + Ax, Y + AY) r 

